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PATTERNS OF CIVIL SOCIETY
IN THE MODERNIZING MULTIETHNIC CITY:
A GERMAN TOWN IN THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE
BECOMES ESTONIAN
Although modernization has long been a topic in the historiography of
Russia, scholars have only recently applied the interpretive and heuristic
category of civil society to Russia and the Russian Empire. Indeed, as long
as the Russian Empire was viewed as an authoritarian and politically back-
ward monolith, there was little reason to look for civil society – one could
only expect to confirm its disappointing absence. But the weakening and
collapse of authoritarian governments in eastern Europe in the late 1980s
and early 1990s surprised us by revealing that even the most comprehen-
sively controlling regimes may produce unexpected undercurrents of un-
sanctioned popular organization. Scholarly interest was thus directed to the
possibility of overlooked historical parallels; hence scholars have recently
found that in late imperial Russia, the tsar’s subjects did indeed self-orga-
nize and created a public sphere and growing civil society despite the cen-
tralizing and controlling mechanisms of the state and its sclerotic rhetoric
of autocracy.1
1
 See the early collection edited by Samuel D. Kassow, James L. West, and Edith W.
Clowes (Eds.). Between Tsar and People: Educated Society and the Quest for Public
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If one adds to these very productive paradigms of modernization and
civil society issues of the multiethnic city and the development of national-
ism, the historical questions become complex, challenging, and all the more
interesting. The tsarist Baltic cities of Riga and Tallinn (Reval, Revel’)
provide just such cases of compounding social developments. One of the
most productive aspects of examining social change in the tsarist Baltic
provinces within the paradigm of civil society is that it helps break with
past approaches to the social history of the region which tend to examine
the experience of the Baltic German elite and the Estonians and Latvians in
isolation from each other.2 It also frees the historian to see the ostensibly
paradoxical, though close, relationship between developing civil society
and emergent national orientations.3
In the case of Estonian areas (the provinces of Estland and northern
Livland), the themes of national and class conflict that generally dominated
historical literature on the Baltic provinces produced in the West and in the
Soviet Union have in recent years given way to a new emphasis on the
social energy and confidence within the region’s population on the whole.
The primary source of this new vigor was the breakdown of estate-based
society (ständische Gesellschaft, soslovnoe obshchestvo) and the develop-
ment of new social and political orientations. Prominent among these was a
nascent civil society that developed both in urban areas as well as in the
countryside. This civil society was marked foremost by a vigorous associ-
ational life and by elected urban self-government that in the early twentieth
century was increasingly confident and robust. The development of the
modern Estonian nation took place within this context of growing civic
activity. This essay reviews the impressive demographic, economic, social,
and political growth in Tallinn and argues that it was in the late tsarist period
that the city left behind its estate-dominated, Baltic German past and be-
came a modernizing city dominated by the concerns of its majority Esto-
nian population.
Tallinns multiethnic population and demographic change, 1897-1913
Tallinn’s population was multiethnic from the earliest of times. In the
early thirteenth century, an Estonian fortress on the site of the future town
was captured by German and Danish forces and subsequently was a strong-
hold of the Teutonic Knights. As an autonomous member of the Hanseatic
League, and then as a town within both the Swedish and Russian empires,
Tallinn was dominated by Germans politically, economically, and demo-
graphically.
Tallinn’s Germans were the largest ethnic group in the city until the
1840s, though at no time in their history, with the possible exception of the
years after the 1905 Revolution, did they see themselves as a coherent,
unified group, a fact too often overlooked by historians. (For basic infor-
Identity in Late Imperial Russia. Princeton, 1991. See also Adele Lindenmeyr. Poverty
Is Not a Vice: Charity Society and the State in Imperial Russia. Princeton, 1996. On
voluntary associations as evidence for civil society in tsarist Russia, see Joseph Bradley.
Subjects into Citizens: Societies, Civil Society, and Autocracy in Tsarist Russia // Amer-
ican Historical Review. 2002. Vol. 107. Pp. 1094-1123. On the belated fostering of
institutions of civil society and social activism by the state after 1905, see A. S. Tu-
manova. Samoderzhavie i obshchestvennye organizatsii v Rossii: 1905-1917 gody. Tam-
bov, 2002. Boris Mironov has used the concept of civil society in his recent major study
of social history in tsarist Russia; he employs the term grazhdanskoe obshchestvo, which
he defines as a “society, founded on political freedoms and on law, whose members
share developed economic, cultural, legal and political relations independent of the state,
though which also cooperates with the state.” See B. N. Mironov. Sotsial’naia istoriia
Rossii perioda imperii (XVII-nachalo XX v.). Genezis lichnosti, demokraticheskoi sem’i,
grazhdanskogo obshchestva i pravovogo gosudarstva. Vol. 2. St. Petersburg, 1999. P.
110.
2
 Ulrike von Hirschhausen sees late-tsarist Riga foremost as a multiethnic space. Riga’s
path to modernity, in her view, is found in social and economic modernization and in the
formation of nationalities. See Ulrike von Hirschhausen. Die Wahrnehmung des Wan-
dels: Migration, soziale Mobilität und Mentalitäten in Riga 1867-1914 // Zeitschrift für
Ostmitteleuropa-Forschung. 1999. Bd. 48. S. 475-523. An important recent collection of
essays on multiethnic tsarist-era Riga is Erwin Oberländer and Kristine Wohlfart (Hg.).
Riga. Portrait einer Vielvölkerstadt am Rande des Zarenriches 1857-1914. Paderborn,
2004. Unfortunately, the essays in this volume examine each ethnic group separately,
and there is no synthetic treatment of shared experience and interaction between nation-
alities. See also the essays in Eduard Mühle and Norbert Angermann (Hg.). Riga im
Prozeß der Modernisierung. Studien zum Wandel einer Ostseemetropole im 19. und
frühen 20. Jahrhundert. Marburg, 2004. On the genesis and development of civil society
among all major ethnic groups in Tallinn in the late tsarist era, see Bradley D. Wood-
worth. Civil Society and Nationality in the Multiethnic Russian Empire: Tallinn/Reval,
1860-1914 / Ph.D. dissertation; Indiana University, 2003. Interesting comparisons can
be made with Helsinki; on innovation as a prism for understanding urban development
in this city, see Marjatta Bell and Marjatta Hietala. Helsinki: the Innovative City. Histor-
ical Perspectives. Helsinki, 2002.
3
 See the monograph by Ea Jansen. Inimene muutuvas ajas: seisusühiskonnast kodani-
keühiskonda [The Individual in Changing Times: From Estate Society to Civil Society].
Tartu, forthcoming 2006. See also the comments by Jörg Hackmann. Civil Society against
the State? Historical Experiences of Eastern Europe // Norbert Götz and Jörg Hackmann
(Eds.). Civil Society in the Baltic Sea Region. Aldershot, Hampshire, England, 2003.
Pp. 61-62.
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mation about demographic change in Tallinn in the second half of the nine-
teenth century and early twentieth century, see Table 1.) In fact, Tallinn’s
Germans were of widely divergent social and economic status. Socially
and politically dominant among them were the Bürger, merchants and mas-
ter artisans who controlled city government through the city magistracy
(Magistrat) and the leading guilds. This group comprised about a quarter of
the German population in the mid-nineteenth century. By the late nine-
teenth century, the category of Bürger had been expanded (56 percent of all
Baltic Germans in 1897). Bürger then included lesser artisans and small
merchants belonging to guilds of individual artisan professions (Zünfte), a
group that in the first third of the nineteenth century, if not earlier, began to
include upwardly mobile Estonians.
Those who belonged to the Estland corporation of nobility (Ritterschaft)
were a relatively small minority; in 1897, only 18.4 percent of all Germans
in the city were members of the nobility. Throughout virtually their entire
historical experience (that is, until the 1905 Revolution), the Baltic Ger-
man aristocracy maintained strict estate barriers from the rest of the popu-
lation of the city, Germans and non-Germans alike. A separate group among
Baltic Germans were the so-called “literati” (Literaten) – those with higher
education, primarily jurists, physicians, pastors, and schoolteachers. By the
nineteenth century, the literati formed their own estate category, both in
law and in culture, and the group experienced a social rapprochement with
the Baltic German nobility. In Tallinn, the status of the literati was particu-
larly high, and together with the wealthy merchant elite they formed a pa-
snainotsE snaissuR snamreG
raeY rebmun % rebmun % rebmun %
4481 a 260,6 3.24 957,2 3.91 292,5 0.73
1781 790,51 8.15 003,3 3.11 020,01 4.43
1881 423,62 4.75 111,5 1.11 737,21 8.72
7981 604,04 7.86 800,6 2.01 792,01 5.71
3191 331,38 6.17 572,31 4.11 424,21 7.01
7191 c 000,09 5.75 000,04 6.52 000,31 3.8
2291 865,201 8.38 315,7 1.6 409,6 6.5
sweJ b seitilanoitanrehto ytilanoitan nwonknu latoT
rebmun % rebmun % rebmun %
- - 402 4.1 - - 713,41
- - 547 6.2 - - 261,92
369 1.2 006 3.1 541 3.0 088,54
746 1.1 313,1 2.2 031 2.0 018,85
001,1 9.0 527,4 1.4 574,1 3.1 231,611
- - 054,31 6.8 - - 054,651
369,1 6.1 023,3 7.2 151 1.0 914,221
Table 1. Demographic change in Tallinn in the second half of the 19th – early 20th century.
Sources:  Tallinna Linna Statistiline Aastaraamat 1924. Tallinn, 1925. P. 15; Raimo
Pullat. Eesti linnad ja linlased XVII sajandi lõpust 1917. aastani. Tallinn, 1972. P. 58.
a. The data for 1844 should be considered approximations. The first thorough census
conducted in Tallinn was that of 1871.
b. In the data for 1844 and 1871, Jews were counted as Germans. In 1871, those of
Jewish faith numbered 412; similar data for 1936 and 1844 are unavailable. In 1917,
Jews in Tallinn were apparently included in the category “other nationalities.” Paul
Jordan (Hg.). Die Resultate der Volkszählung der Stadt Reval am 16. November 1871.
Reval, 1874. P. 106; and Raimo Pullat. Eesti linnad ja linlased XVII sajandi lõpust
1917. aastani. Tallinn, 1972. P. 58.
c. The data for 1917 are estimates by the Tallinn City Statistical Bureau. See Tallinna
Linnaarhiiv (Tallinn City Archive = TLA). F. 195. N. 2. S. 2172. L. 10. The large num-
ber of members of other nationalities included the following: Latvians, 5,000; Poles,
4,000, Jews, 1,300; Lithuanians, 800. Most of these were war refugees.
triciate that in both social and economic standing drew ever closer to the
Estland nobility.
Tallinn also was home to a lower class of Germans. In 1897, nearly nine
percent of Germans in Tallinn were of the peasant estate. Many lower sta-
tus Germans were employed as service personnel – attendants, valets, maid-
servants, barbers, cooks, waiters and the like – positions usually held by
Estonians.4
Demographic growth among Tallinn’s Germans in the late nineteenth
century and early twentieth century was on the whole stagnant. While in
4
 Pervaia vseobshchaia perepis’ naseleniia Rossiiskoi Imperii, 1897 g. / Ed. by
N. A. Troinitskii. Vol. 49. St. Petersburg, 1905. Pp. 116-117; Paul Jordan (Hg.). Ergeb-
nisse der baltischen Volkszählung vom 29. December 1881. Theil II. Ergebnisse der
ehstländischen Volkszählung. 1. Band, Die Zählung in Reval. Lieferung I. Reval. S. 20.
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the early twentieth century the number of Germans did not actually fall, as
it had in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, their relative size
within the city’s population continued to decline due to the much greater
Estonian and Russian increases. In 1897 Germans made up 17.5 percent of
the city’s population; by 1913 they comprised only 10.7 percent. This de-
mographic decline reflects the pessimism with which many Germans saw
their position within the Russian Empire. Some Germans emigrated to Ger-
many, though in what numbers is not clear.5
The rapid growth of the Estonian population of Tallinn, in both absolute
and relative terms, is the most important demographic change in the city’s
second century under tsarist rule. From just over 6,062 in 1844 (42.3 per-
cent of the population), Estonians grew to 40,406 in 1897 (68.7 percent).
Most of this growth was due to peasant immigration. Estonians in the city
were simple laborers and servants, though some were small merchants and
minor artisans – low prestige work that rarely entailed Bürger status. New-
ly arrived Estonians found employment in light industry, particularly in
construction, and also as domestic servants and drivers. Estonian popula-
tion growth was at its fastest in the waning years of the nineteenth and in
the early twentieth century, occurring primarily in the form of peasant ur-
ban immigration spurred by a boom in industrial growth. Estonians were
both attracted to the increasing economic opportunities in the city, and also
driven from the countryside by rising land rents, particularly a problem for
landless peasants. Improvements in transportation aided their migration.6
Even in the late nineteenth century, many Estonians tended to view oth-
er groups in the city not primarily in terms of nationality, but rather social
class. The Estonian colloquial term saks (from the German Sachse, that is,
“Saxon,” used to refer to all Germans) referred not only to Baltic Germans,
but also to Estonians who had risen in wealth and status, or who had be-
come urbanized and educated (in German). Estonians who sought to im-
prove their social and economic position adopted German language, dress,
and manners, Germanized their names, and otherwise did all they could to
distance themselves from their peasant past.
The number of Russians in Tallinn grew steadily in the second half of
the nineteenth century and in the early twentieth century, from some 3,000
at mid-century to just over 6,000 in 1897, though given the more rapid
growth of the Estonians, the portion of Russians in the city remained rather
steady at 10 to 11 percent until the rapid industrial expansion during World
War I. The center of Tallinn’s Russian community was merchants, who
worked within their own artisan hierarchy, separate from that of Baltic
Germans. Russian artisans had a firm presence in the city, even dominating
some professions; Russian workers of the peasant estate lived in the sub-
urbs, several of which became Russian-dominated.7 The overwhelming
majority of tsarist troops stationed in the city were of Russian nationality,
and beginning in the second half of the 1880s with the onset of administra-
tive Russification, Russian bureaucrats settled in the city in increasing num-
bers. In the late nineteenth century and into the twentieth century, the lack
of social cohesion among the three leading sections of the city’s Russian
population – the merchants, the officer corps, and the new cadre of bureau-
crats – was noted by contemporaries.8
Tallinn’s Estonians, Germans, and Russians shared the city with other
ethnic groups, particularly Swedes, Finns, and Jews. By the early nine-
teenth century, the number of Swedes and Finns was small; however, the
even smaller number of Jews grew after 1865 when the state permitted
Jewish artisans to reside outside the Pale of Settlement.
Urbanization and industrialization, 1897-1914
The twin processes of urbanization and industrialization are key to un-
derstanding the transition of Tallinn from a small, tradition-bound Baltic
town ruled by Baltic German urban elites to a modernizing city, run by an
elected Estonian city council. The city’s population had doubled every twen-
ty-five years since the mid-nineteenth century, but in the waning years of
the century to the end of the tsarist period, growth occurred even faster.
Between the years 1897 and 1913 the population more than doubled, ex-
panding from 58,810 to 116,132, and then increasing at an even faster rate
in the war years, reaching 156,450 in 1917. Estonians accounted for most
of this growth, though the rate of increase between 1897 and 1913 was
equal between Estonians and Russians. Tallinn’s demographic growth in
the last two decades of tsarist rule had two primary sources: Estonian peas-
ants arriving from the countryside to work in the city’s expanding indus-
5
 Reinhard Wittram. Geschichte der baltischen Deutschen: Grundzüge und Durchblicke.
Stuttgart/Berlin, 1939. S. 176.
6
 Hans Kruus. Linn ja küla Eestis [Town and Village in Estonia]. Tartu, 1920. Pp. 22-29.
7
 Venelased [Russians] // Tallinn. Entsüklopeedia. Tallinn, 2004. Vol. 1. P. 324.
8
 In 1912 the largest Tallinn Russian-language daily wrote in an editorial of the “feeble-
ness” (bezpomoshchnost’) of and “lack of coordination” (razroznennost’) of Russian
society in the city. See Revel’skie Izvestiia. 1912. February 4. P. 1. See also Elfriede
Lender. Minu lastele [To My Children]. Stockholm, 1967. P. 244.
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tries, and Russian peasants and workers who took advantage of newly es-
tablished rail links with Russia proper to seek work in the Baltic region.
In the late tsarist period, Tallinn emerged as an economic center, second
in the Baltic provinces only to Riga. The late 1890s saw the founding in
Tallinn of a number of large industrial factories, adding to the city’s role as
a commercial center. The largest of these was the factory Dvigatel’, founded
as a joint-stock company in 1898. Production was focused upon railway
wagons and other rolling stock, though diversification soon followed. By
1900 Dvigatel’ had 3,000 workers.9 Other large new industrial concerns in
Tallinn included a machine-building factory, and factories producing tex-
tiles, cellulose, and cement.10 Despite this growth, the town of Narva (part
of St. Petersburg province) with its textile factories outmatched Tallinn in
industrial production until the very end of the tsarist period. Only in 1913
did the number of workers in Tallinn exceed the number in Narva.11 The
first decade of the twentieth century witnessed intermittent industrial crises
in Tallinn, as elsewhere in the Russian Empire, and economic instability
remained until the years immediately before the outbreak of World War I.
Tallinn shared in the economic growth in the Russian empire beginning in
1911 as the state expanded military production. In 1909 the tsarist state
selected Tallinn as a central location for the building of military ships, and
construction of a fortified naval base and military shipbuilding works be-
gan in the spring of 1912. Construction of ships began in the fall of 1913,
and work commenced on an expansion of the Tallinn harbor to prepare it
for wartime needs. Railway construction expanded, and military industrial
orders also led to further growth in machine-building.12
Despite gaps in the census data after 1897, it is clear that the last two
decades of tsarist rule in Tallinn were the period of most rapid economic
expansion in the city’s history and also occasioned the formation of an
Estonian middle class. Estonian historian Raimo Pullat has presented data
indicating that the percentage of Tallinn’s property owners who were Esto-
nians (nicknamed pürjerid in Estonian, from the German Bürger) increased
dramatically in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, reaching
68.7 percent of all property owners in the city in 1912.13 Growth of this
middle class made the expansion of Estonian associational life possible.
Associational life, 1900-1920
The early years of the twentieth century witnessed the emergence of a
self-consciously Estonian society in Tallinn that was markedly more confi-
dent than in the nineteenth century. The formation of an Estonian polity in
Tallinn that placed a strong sense of its own nationality at the forefront of
its activities and aims is closely associated with the growth of associational
life in the city in the first few years of the twentieth century.
Associational life in late tsarist Russia developed vigorously in the Bal-
tic provinces already in the first half of the nineteenth century, primarily
among Baltic Germans.14 Acting on the Baltic German example, Estonians
in Tallinn in the second half of the century formed several cultural associa-
tions, though until the 1890s these functioned primarily as social clubs.
However, voluntary associations among Tallinn’s Estonian population grew
impressively in the early twentieth century until World War I, both in their
membership and range of activities. The number of associations that were
comprised nearly exclusively of Estonians rose from a mere handful at the
turn of the century to over thirty in 1918. This increase was due to the
Estonians’ increased focus on social activities and causes, but also to the
easing of restrictions by the state on associational life. On March 4, 1906,
the state promulgated the “Temporary Laws on Associations and Unions”
(Vremenye pravila ob obshchestvakh i soiuzakh), according to which groups
were not required to obtain permission from the state to form voluntary
associations, though associations were required to register with local pro-
vincial authorities.
The first new Estonian association formed in the city in the twentieth
century, the bicycling (and later, general sports) association Kalev, founded
in May 1901, was often more deeply engaged in discussing social issues
9
 Dvigatel // Tallinn. Entsüklopeedia. Tallinn, 2004. Vol. 1. P. 48.
10
 Maie Pihlamägi. Eesti industrialiseerimine 1870-1940 [The Industrialization of Esto-
nia, 1870-1940]. Tallinn, 1999. P. 29.
11
 Ibid. P. 31.
12
 O. Karma. Tööstuslikult revolutsioonilt sotsialistlikule revolutsioonile Eestis. Töös-
tuse arenemine 1917. aastani [From the Industrial Revolution to the Socialist Revolution
in Estonia: Industrial development to 1917]. Tallinn, 1963. Pp. 287, 293-297; A. Takkin.
Tallinna tööstustööliste majanduslikust ja poliitilisest olukorrast 1914.-1917. a. [On the
Economic and Political Status of Industrial Workers in Tallinn, 1914-1917] // Eesti NSV
Teaduste Akadeemia Toimetised. VIII. Ühiskonnateaduste seeria. 1959. No. 2. P. 138.
13
 Raimo Pullat. Tallinnast ja tallinlastest: Nihked elanikkonna sotsiaalses kooseisus, 1891-
1914 [On Tallinn and Tallinners: Shifts in the Social Composition of the Population, 1891-
1914]. Tallinn, 1966. P. 86. Of Estonian property owners in 1904 and 1908, over half
(57.4 percent) owned property valued between 1,000 and 5,000 rubles, an amount which
according to Pullat placed them among property owners of middling wealth.
14
 A. D. Stepanskii. Istoriia obshchestvennykh organizatsii dorevoliutsionnoi Rossii.
Moscow, 1979. P. 10.
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and politics than it was interested in holding bicycle rides and races – its
putative purpose.15 Indeed, its founders chose this type of association pre-
cisely because they felt it likely would not arouse suspicion on the part of
tsarist officials.16 A central issue for some Kalev members was the need to
strengthen Estonian representation in the Tallinn city council. A contempo-
rary later recalled:
When only the trustworthy were present, beyond the eye of the
police, [Kalev members] spoke of things that had nothing to do with
sports or bicycling. Neither the Germans nor the Russian authorities
had any idea that serious action was being planned against those who
then were the masters of Tallinn.17
Several of Kalev’s leaders were among those eligible Estonian electors
who in coalition with Russian electors won control of the Tallinn city coun-
cil in December 1904. With this victory, Estonians were able to enter the
realm of real politics in Tallinn, and the political function of Kalev ended,
though it did continue functioning as a sports society.
An important Tallinn association formed shortly after the passage of the
1906 “Temporary Laws” on voluntary associations was the Estland Society
for Popular Education (Est. Eestimaa Rahvahariduse Selts). This associa-
tion sought for several years to open in Tallinn a secondary school for Esto-
nian children. Its efforts were unsuccessful, largely due to opposition from
tsarist education officials in Riga. Estland governor I. V. Korostovets (in
office July 1907 to November 1915) was highly suspicious of the society,
forbidding it to open its own library and reading room in Tallinn, despite
the society’s offer that it name the library after emperor Alexander II.18 The
association’s greatest success was in organizing general-education evening
courses in the city.19 Other new cultural associations for Estonians created
in the early twentieth century included the Estland Society for Popular Edu-
cation, the Estonian Society for the Raising of Children, and the Estonian
Evangelical Society of Young Men in Tallinn.
In the new century, Estonians also formed economic and charitable or-
ganizations, which in the nineteenth century had been the bailiwick of Bal-
tic Germans. Consumer associations were founded; employees in various
fields and professions created self-help organizations, including employees’
assistance funds, workers’ sickness insurance, and burial funds. Perhaps
most significant for Estonian society in Tallinn was the founding in 1907 of
a lending organization aimed at Estonians – the Tallinn Mutual Credit Union,
for which a new building designed by the Finnish architect Eliel Saarinen
was erected in 1912.20
Active Estonian associations included not only newly created societies
but also older ones from the nineteenth century that were reinvigorated.
For instance, the Estonian Agricultural Society of Tallinn, founded in 1888,
expanded from some 100 members in 1906 to over 1,700 in 1913, and the
number of meetings held by the association each year increased by nearly
five times in the same period.21 Annual exhibitions held by the society grew
in size and in number of attendees, in part as a result of financial support
granted by the Estonian-controlled Tallinn city government. The most note-
worthy Estonian cultural association in Tallinn in the early twentieth centu-
ry was the music association Estonia, organized in 1865. This society, which
was virtually moribund in the early 1890s, rose to build a large combined
theater and concert hall in 1913.
In 1905, in the aftermath of the Estonian-Russian electoral victory, Es-
tonian women in Tallinn created what Elfriede Lender, wife of soon-to-be
mayor Voldemar Lender, called an “Estonian society.” The vast majority of
Estonian women in Tallinn who moved in educated circles spoke German
as the language of “proper” society, but now for the first time a sort of high
society for Estonian speakers was forming, within which Estonian was used
at formal receptions and other social functions.22
Associational life remained strong among Tallinn’s Baltic Germans in
the early twentieth century. The most significant new Baltic German as-
15
 E. S. S. [Eesti Spordi Selts]. “Kalev”: Juubeli album 1901-1921 [The E. S. S. (Esto-
nian Sport Society) “Kalev”: Anniversary album, 1901-1921] (n.p., n.d.). P. 2. The soci-
ety was named for a mythical Estonian hero, Kalev.
16
 Ferdinand Karlson. E. S. S. “Kalevi” sünnipidu [The E. S. S. “Kalev” Birthday Cele-
bration] // Eesti Spordileht. 1931. No. 18-20. May 29. P. 2.
17
 Ed. Jürisson. Kui murti saksluse selgroog... 25 aastat eestlaste ülemvõimu võidule-
pääsemisest Tallinna volikogus [When the Backbone of Germanism was Broken… 25
Years Since the Estonians’ Victory in the Tallinn City Council] // Kaitse Kodu. 1929.
No. 5. P. 1458.
18
 Kaarel-Robert Pusta. Kehra metsast maailma [From the Forest of Kehra into the World].
Stockholm, 1960. P. 148.
19
 Feliks Kinkar. Eesti haridusseltside ajaloost [On the History of Estonian Educational
Associations]. Tartu, 1996. Pp. 74-83. Among the association’s directors were leading
figures in Estonian public life in Tallinn in the post-1905 period, including Tallinn may-
or Voldemar Lender, Konstantin Konik, and Jüri Vilms.
20
 Krediit-Pank [Credit Bank] // Tallinn. Entsüklopeedia. Tallinn, 2004. Vol. 1. P. 240.
21
 M. Aitsam. Tallinna Eesti Põllumeeste Selts [The Estonian Agricultural Society of
Tallinn]. Tallinn, 1939. Pp. 228, 265.
22
 Lender. Minu lastele. Pp. 164-165 and 262-271.
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sociation was the Estland German Union (Deutscher Verein), created in
Tallinn in September 1905. (Parallel associations were established in Liv-
land and Kurland provinces.) At its peak in 1907-08, some two-thirds of
the adult German population of Tallinn were members.23 All three Ger-
man unions sought to foster among Baltic Germans a greater sense of
their German identity and a stronger attachment to the German nation,
while remaining loyal to both their Baltic homeland and the house of the
Romanovs.
Associational activity among Russians in Tallinn was considerably more
subdued than that of the Estonians and Baltic Germans. Though Russifying
governor S. V. Shakhovskoi (Estland governor from 1885 to 1894) dreamed
of uniting all of Tallinn’s Russians into a powerful social force, his goal
was not realized. The most interesting aspect of Russian associational life
in the early twentieth century was collaboration with Estonians, particular-
ly in the group called the Revel’ Literary Circle (Rus. Revel’skii literatur-
nyi kruzhok), the closest thing there was to a Russian intellectual center in
Tallinn. A number of leading Estonian political leaders, including Kon-
stantin Päts and Jaan Poska, were members.24
The music association Estonia
In the early twentieth century, the musical society Estonia reasserted
itself as the leading Estonian voluntary association. Its rise, or rather, re-
birth, as a center for Estonian associational life had begun in the second
half of the 1890s; a number of new members, dissatisfied with Estonian
associations in Tallinn as places primarily for card playing and drinking,
sought a venue where they could pursue, in the words of one contemporary,
“culture and success” – not through assimilation to Baltic German language
and culture, but as ethnic Estonians.25 By 1900 Estonia had expanded its
activities and had a choir, orchestra, and theater troupe. Gradually, the in-
decorous character of the association’s earlier years diminished. Card play-
ing, always a source of fights, was banned, and the society acquired a li-
brary and held public lectures.
In the early years of the twentieth century Estonia attracted to its ranks
most of the young, university-educated Estonians who had begun to settle
in Tallinn. The new members included Päts, Karlson, Jaan Teemant, and
Mihkel Pung, all of whom later were leading figures in the Tallinn city
government after the city council elections of December 1904. The leading
Estonian politician in both the early twentieth century and in the interwar
Estonian republic, Päts had received a law degree from Tartu (Dorpat,
Yur’ev) University, and came to Tallinn at the turn of the century. In 1901
he co-founded and edited the first Estonian-language daily newspaper in
Tallinn, Teataja (The Herald). From its inception, Teataja addressed polit-
ical issues, including municipal government, and it played a vital role in the
consolidation of the Estonian electorate in the early twentieth century and
its victory in the city council election of 1904.26 Päts was the leading Esto-
nian figure in the electoral campaign for this election and was the key Esto-
nian deputy in the Estonian-led city government in 1905. Teemant, presi-
dent of the Estonia association from the fall of 1903 to late 1905, had studied
law in St. Petersburg, where he participated in Estonian voluntary associ-
ations organized there and was a founder of an association of Estonian
university students. In 1905 he was a leading figure in the Tallinn city
government and also at the All-Estonian Congress held in Tartu (Dorpat,
Yur’ev) in November of that year. Päts and Teemant were both forced to
flee Tallinn and Estland after the declaration of martial law in Tallinn and
northern Estland province on December 10, 1905.27 Both eventually re-
turned to Estland, however, and both became heads of state in indepen-
dent Estonia.
Despite the upheavals of 1905 and 1906, the association Estonia re-
mained intact and strong; its continuing vitality was borne out by its orga-
nization of an all-Estonian song festival in Tallinn in 1910, the first such
festival at which the music performed was nearly exclusively by Estonian
composers, not borrowed from other (notably, Baltic German) sources. This
was a huge undertaking, as the festival included some 10,000 participants
23
 This estimate is based on membership numbers given by the German Union and fig-
ures from the 1897 census, taking into account the small numerical increase Germans
were undergoing in the early twentieth century. For German Union membership num-
bers, see Feliks Kinkar. Lehekülg Eestimaa kultuuriloost: Baltisaksa haridsuseltsseltsid
Eestis, 1905-1914 [A Page from the Cultural History of Estonia: Baltic German Educa-
tion Associations, 1905-1914]. Tallinn, 2000. P. 35.
24
 V. Novitskii. Revel’skii Literaturnyi Kruzhok // Revel’skii Vestnik. 1931. July 5. P. 2.
25
 See Jaan Kärner. “Estonia” kuuskümmend aastat: Kroonika 1865-1925 [Sixty Years
of “Estonia”: Chronicle 1865-1925]. Tallinn, 1925. P. 38.
26
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27
 On Teemant, see Eesti biograafiline leksikon [Estonian Biographical Dictionary]. Tartu,
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(choir members and musicians) – twice the number of participants in the
previous all-Estonian song festival of 1896.28
The 1910 song festival was closely related to the association’s greatest
accomplishment in the post-1905 period: the building of a large combined
theater and concert hall in central Tallinn. The cornerstone was laid during
the festival, and the building was completed three years later.29 The idea to
build the theater emerged as the result of discussions between the four larg-
est Estonian voluntary associations beginning in 1902 about merging into
one larger Estonian cultural association.30 In the end, the theater was built,
but the associations decided not to merge. A separate association, the Esto-
nia Theater Building and Maintenance Joint Stock Company, was created
in 1909 to coordinate the financing and construction of the building. Com-
bined with interest payments on loans, the cost of the building amounted
eventually to 811,000 rubles.31 The building was financed largely on loans
from the aforementioned Tallinn Mutual Credit Union, owned and directed
by Estonians. In 1912 the union completed construction of its own new
building, located only a few hundred meters from the Estonia theater.32
The planning, financing, and successful construction of the building was
a sign that Estonian associational life and the Estonian community in Tallinn
had matured. The theater was one of the largest and most impressive build-
ings in the city and was the most complicated and ambitious building project
ever undertaken by Estonians anywhere in Estland or northern Livland prov-
ince. Its significance for all Estonians and for the future of the Estonian
people was emphasized in the dedicatory remarks of Estonian Orthodox
priest Karp Tiisik. Despite the presence of governor Korostovets, Tiisik
spoke only in Estonian.33
Voluntary associations in Tallinn in the last decade and a half before the
outbreak of World War I were arguably the birthplace of both Estonian
urban civil society and the modern Estonian nation as a political entity.
Voluntary associations were forums in which Estonians gained organiza-
tional skills and learned how to negotiate with tsarist officials and with the
traditional masters of the city, the Baltic German elite. In voluntary associ-
ations Estonians also learned how to mobilize the economic strength of the
increasing numbers of Estonians in the city and the growing Estonian mid-
dle class. The association that built the Estonia theater, in particular, pro-
vided positions of great responsibility; many within the association later
used the skills and experience they developed when they assumed leading
positions in the government of independent Estonia after World War I.34
During World War I, Estonian associations continued their activity,
though military mobilization decreased strength and activity levels to a great
degree. The Estonia theater was turned into a military hospital, and theat-
rical presentations were drastically reduced in number. In 1915, however,
resources were found for the society’s orchestra to give free Sunday con-
certs, and in 1916 the society again began staging theatrical presenta-
tions.35 After the 1917 October Revolution in Tallinn, Estonian Bolshe-
viks threatened to seize and nationalize the theater. When by January 1918
nothing had happened, the society’s employees – actors, musicians, and
workers – met and declared that they, not the society’s governing board,
controlled the society, and they appointed an acting director as “theater
commissar.”36
Some limitations on associational life in Tallinn followed with the arrival
of the German army in Tallinn in February 1918, though the extent of these
28
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limitations is not clear. In June the military authorities required each asso-
ciation in the city to submit a copy of its statues, a short statement concern-
ing its purpose, identifying the language in which the association’s affairs
were conducted, and a list of members. Apparently, some associations, par-
ticularly those with Russian memberships, did not even apply for confir-
mation by the German authorities. These included the Revel’ Literary Cir-
cle (Revel’skii literaturnyi kruzhok) and the Estland Russian National Club
(Estliandskii russkii natsional’nyi klub), founded in 1912.37 With the with-
drawal of German forces in November, the association Estonia’s former
board of directors resumed control.
The implications of Tallinn’s vigorous associational life in the late tsa-
rist years for the emergence of an active Estonian polity were not lost on
contemporary observers. During construction of the Estonia theater and
the Tallinn Mutual Credit Union, Estland governor Korostovets had com-
mented, “It’s obvious – you are building for yourselves an Estonian bank
and parliament.”38 Korostovets’s prediction came true. In late 1918 and in
1919 the Estonian provisional government conducted financial operations
in the credit union building, and the Estonian Constituent Assembly con-
vened in the Estonia theater in April 1919.
Municipal government, 1904 to 1920
After associational life, the arena in which Tallinn most clearly made
the transition from Baltic German to Estonian city, distancing itself from its
traditional, estate-based past and moving into modernity, was municipal
self-government. With the introduction of the tsarist Municipal Statute in
Tallinn and other cities in the Baltic region in 1877, the Baltic German
magistracy lost power to a city council, elected by property owners in the
city. A three-tiered voting system ensured that the proportion of representa-
tion was tied to income levels. Baltic German urban elites retained power
for several decades, no longer empowered by the estates, but instead by the
new yardsticks of Russian law and personal wealth. From the seating of the
first city council in January 1878, the few Estonian and Russian deputies,
together with the occasional German, formed an opposition to the domi-
nant conservative Baltic German majority.39 During his tenure as governor,
Shakhovskoi had done all he could to weaken the position of Baltic Ger-
mans in municipal affairs. These efforts were undermined in 1892 when a
new Municipal Statute promulgated from St. Petersburg disenfranchised
many previously eligible Estonian and Russian voters by raising the level
of property required for participation in municipal elections. While the raised
property requirement caused the number of electors to fall, the new Statute
eliminated the three-tiered voting system, thus making every vote equal.
The Statute also strengthened oversight by the state, and the governor could
now veto city council decisions.
The task of building up an Estonian electorate was a challenging one.
When the politically-ambitious Estonian school teacher Juhan Umblia moved
to Tallinn in the late 1890s, he visited the home of Jaan Poska, a respected
lawyer, and the only Estonian and non-German lawyer in private practice
in Tallinn at the time. “The Germans have all the wealth, education, and
power,” Umblia recorded him saying. “We can’t do anything against them –
we don’t have the people or the resources.”40 Umblia was elected to the city
council in 1900 and was appointed to the commission that oversaw proper-
ty assessment within the city. Poska realized the opportunity this presented,
and he suggested to Umblia that he use the position to get Estonians ap-
pointed as voting proxies for women and minors whose property permitted
them, as per the Municipal Statute, a proxy vote in city council elections.41
A central role in the search for what amounted to voting sponsors was played
by a number of young, energetic, educated Estonians who had settled in
Tallinn in the early years of the new century. This group largely intersected
with the men who reinvigorated Estonian associational life in the city at
this same time. As a collective, these young men created an intellectual and
cultural environment in the city important for the mobilization of middle-
class Estonians as a political force, one that, when allied with eligible Rus-
sian voters, was capable of ousting Baltic German elites from the Tallinn
37
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municipal government. Soon, Konstantin Päts emerged as the leader of
Estonian political activity in Tallinn.
In a series of articles in Teataja, Päts emphasized the importance of the
city council in Tallinn’s urban life and criticized the Baltic German elites
who controlled municipal administration. Päts fought the notion, held by
many Estonians in Tallinn, that the city’s Baltic German population was the
natural and expected leader in all municipal affairs, and he encouraged Es-
tonians in the city to become politically aware and, as far as possible, polit-
ically active. In January 1904, Päts wrote in the paper:
...[T]he current ruling party is attempting to do everything possible
to keep broader groups of the citys residents out of municipal self-
government... [T]he current party in this question is utterly conservative:
it does not want administration by those who live in the towns and
cities, but rather administration of a single class... Urban self-
government should know and take into account the needs of all city
residents. It can do this only when all types of residents occupy their
positions as permitted by law.42
In the elections, held between December 9 and 15, 1904, the Estonian-
Russian bloc emerged with a stunning victory, capturing 43 of the 60 city
council seats. The margin of victory surprised the Estonians and Russians
themselves. The opposition bloc of elected deputies was dominated by
Estonians: 37 were Estonian, five were Russian, and one was German.
The cooperation of Russians and Estonians in electoral groups opposed
to Baltic German domination was a decades-old tradition in the city coun-
cil, and one of the elected Russians, Gavril Filippovich Beliagin, went on
to occupy important positions in the city council, becoming deputy mayor
in 1908.43
The resounding victory resulted from first, an increase in the size of the
Estonian and Russian electorate, and second, the mobilization of Estonian
and Russian voters. The entire electorate Tallinn in 1904 had increased in
size by 16.4 percent from that of the preceding election – from 1,697 elec-
tors in 1900 to 2,031 electors in 1904.44 Furthermore, the level of electoral
participation also rose. In 1904, 61.9 percent of all qualified electors vot-
ed, which was 17.5 percentage points higher than the level of electoral
participation in 1900, and 28.7 percentage points above that in the 1896
elections.45 As the nationality of electors was not recorded, it cannot be
determined precisely what portion of these increases were contributed by
each nationality in Tallinn. Undoubtedly the excitement surrounding the
election increased the interest of qualified electors of all nationalities.
But in light of the push for greater electoral participation by Estonians,
much of the increase in electoral turnout in 1904 over the levels in the
previous two elections is clearly attributable to Estonians and their Rus-
sian allies. The Estonian drive to make all eligible Estonian electors aware
of the importance of the upcoming elections was intense. “All hopes were
not placed in holding public meetings,” wrote Estonian elector Mihkel
Pung. “[I]nstead, stumping was done house by house, street by street, and
the importance of the upcoming elections was explained to each house
owner.”46
Control over the council remained in Estonian hands for the remainder
of the tsarist era, even in the difficult, revolutionary months of 1905 and
while tsarist punitive expeditions arrested several hundred suspected revo-
lutionaries in December 1905 and early 1906. This control was anchored in
the support that the city council had from the city’s non-Germans, Esto-
nians especially, whose level of property qualified them to vote. The Esto-
nian and Russian populations continued to increase in size, both more than
doubling between 1897 and 1913, from 40,406 to 83,133 Estonians and
6,008 to 13,275 Russians, while the increase in the number of Germans
was modest, 10,297 to 12,424.47 While there are no statistics available on
the increase in the number of eligible voters broken down by nationality,
the continued growth of the Estonian and Russian middle class in these
42
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years leads to the conclusion that the size of the non-German electorate
grew more rapidly than the German electorate.
One of the most remarkable things about city government in Tallinn in
the decade before the revolution of 1917 was how well it functioned, espe-
cially given the turnover in city council leadership in early 1905 and the
violence that this leadership had to cope with.48 Before 1905, Estonians had
never been included in the inner workings of local government. While one
might expect that such a drastic change at the helm of the city government
would result in instability, lack of confidence, and recriminations, none of
this occurred after 1905.
Significant differences existed among the city council members – dif-
ferences in wealth, native language, and cultural background. As in the
years before 1905, when Baltic Germans controlled the city council, these
differences generally divided deputies into two groups: Germans and non-
Germans, that is, Estonians and Russians. There were instances when an
Estonian or Russian deputy tended to side with the Germans on issues in
which this major division was prominent, but such cases were rare. It is
difficult, however, to know to what degree national sentiment was openly
acknowledged by deputies themselves as a factor in discussions of any par-
ticular issue. Apparent or potential differing interests between Estonians,
Russians, and Germans as separate groups were rarely identified as such in
the work of the council. Conflicting views within the council were generally
rooted in the very different needs and interests of the people whom the
deputies represented. In the era before 1905 when the council was con-
trolled by Baltic Germans, the Estonian and Russian deputies often were
conservative in fiscal matters. However, when the Estonians and Russians
were at the city’s helm, it was the Baltic Germans who urged caution in
municipal spending. What is clear is that in the Tallinn city council Esto-
nians not only had a forum in which they could discuss issues of central
importance to the majority Estonian population, but also the means by which
these issues could be addressed and remedied.
Relations between the city council and local tsarist officials in the peri-
od after 1905 were on the whole good, and sometimes even cordial. The
tensions evident in 1905 and in 1906 soon abated. The city council records
do not bear evidence of substantial interference in the work of the city
council and municipal administration after 1906 either by officials from
Estland province or by central state ministries in St. Petersburg. The new
mayor of Tallinn, Estonian Voldemar Lender, got along well with governor
Korostovets.49 Lender’s successor, Poska, was on friendly terms with sev-
eral high-level provincial officials, including the Tallinn chief of police,
though his relationship with Korostovets was somewhat cool. However, in
one instance, Poska and other Estonian leaders secured acquiescence from
the governor on various issues with the help of joint excursions to the Esto-
nian countryside, freely lubricated with rounds of vodka.50
The city council’s primary functions remained economic and adminis-
trative for the remainder of the tsarist era. In his inaugural speech before
the city council in April 1913, newly elected mayor Poska outlined the
main tasks facing municipal government in Tallinn: raising revenue for
improving the city’s infrastructure;51 increasing the number of commercial
enterprises in areas in which the city held monopolies; keeping the city
budget balanced; and establishing an office within the municipal adminis-
tration to oversee compliance with city ordinances.52 Poska increased the
size of the municipal board and improved the efficiency of the day-to-day
running of city affairs. During his tenure (April 1913 to April 1917) ad-
vances were made particularly in education and health care.53
Ten years at the helm of the Tallinn city council produced an Estonian
leadership that was eminently responsible and capable. Good relations were
maintained with the tsarist state and its officials. Relations within the Esto-
nian-Russian bloc remained good in the years after 1905, and the bloc may
even have strengthened in the years immediately before World War I. Esto-
nian leaders in the city council were willing to work with the Baltic Ger-
man opposition, though they were realistic enough to realize that the divi-
sions within Tallinn society would not disappear. As Poska told the council
in his first mayoral address in 1913:
48
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I am convinced that for each one of us the interests of the city come
first in importance, in defense of which all groups in the city council
can work jointly. A complete confluence of all these groups is, of course,
impossible and perhaps not even always desirable. However, it is
necessary that any opposition group in the council recognize its
responsibility.54
Despite the good relations between the city council and officials of the
Russian state, there is evidence that Estonian leaders felt constrained by the
limitations of working within the tsarist order itself. On the occasion of his
departure from Estland as governor in November 1915, Korostovets met
with the city council and praised its work in education and in coping with
the difficulties the war had brought the people of Tallinn. In response, Pos-
ka thanked Korostovets and added:
[The] apparatus of the Municipal Administration is very imper-
fect: there is much that is superfluous and much that is wanting. Its
primary shortcoming is that the law seeks to force civic initiative into
the framework of a bureaucratic machine. Hence the frequent friction
and conflict that our Municipal Administration has not been able to
avoid, despite unending efforts to reconcile it with the views of the
Government.55
In this veiled criticism of the tsarist order, Poska made clear his view
that the work of the city council would be improved only when the condi-
tions of “civic initiative” (obshchestvennaia samodeiatel’nost’) were not
constrained by the “views of the Government.”
More than four years later, in 1920, civic initiative could be comfortably
wielded in Tallinn. Intervening was the continuing pressures of wartime,
then the chaos of 1917, the German occupation from February to November
1918, and then war with Russian troops on the eastern border of Estonia,
with an armistice coming only in January 1920. Municipal elections held in
the summer of 1917 showed the Bolshevik and SR parties to be the most
popular parties in the city, receiving 31 and 22 percent of the vote, respec-
tively. The political scene in 1917 was complicated by the presence of non-
Estonians: Russian soldiers, who in the elections formed over sixteen per-
cent of the electorate, and war refugees, particular Latvians. Non-Estonians
made up over three-fourths of the Tallinn Soviet Executive Committee.56
Bolsheviks held power in the city briefly, taking control in October from
Jaan Poska, the Provisional Government’s commissar in the province (which
now combined Estland and northern Livland). The non-Bolshevik city coun-
cil was removed only in late January 1918, less than a month before the
Bolsheviks fled from the advancing German army. Before the arrival of the
Germans, a small group of representatives of the provincial assembly elect-
ed in May 1917 declared Estonian independence on February 24 in Tallinn.
The group was led, not surprisingly, by Konstantin Päts.
The continuity in political leadership among Estonians from the late
tsarist period all the way through the end of independence in 1940 is re-
markable. Many of the leading politicians in the interwar republic cut their
political teeth on the Estonians’ victory in municipal elections in Tallinn in
1904, and then in the years to the end of the tsarist regime learned the lessons
of administration, cooperation, and compromise. With the exception of the
brief period of Bolshevik rule and the months of German occupation, the
reins of municipal administration in Tallinn from 1905 to 1934, when Päts
seized power in a coup, was in the hands of one of three men: Voldemar
Lender, mayor from 1906 to 1913; Jaan Poska, mayor from 1913 to 1917
(also Estland governor from March to October, 1917); and Anton Uesson
(originally a professional colleague of Lender’s), mayor from 1919 to 1934.
City planning and urban architecture
The confidence and resolve of the Estonians to remake the city into a
modern, growing metropolis and to leave behind the town’s past as the seat
of a static, if not stagnant, Baltic German elite is clearly manifest in both
the buildings erected in Tallinn in the first decade and a half of the twenti-
eth century, and also in the broader plans the city made for future expan-
sion. Overall, there was continuity in the architectural style of public build-
ings erected in Tallinn in the late tsarist period and in the years of Estonian
independence.57 Designs selected for major new building projects in Tallinn
in the early twentieth century included ones by Baltic German, Russian,
and Finnish architects. The latter in particular helped develop an Estonian
national romantic style of architecture, which represented a clear departure
from the buildings erected when the city was under Baltic German
control.58 The plans of the aforementioned Estonia theater and concert hall
54
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 Arman, et al. Eesti arhitektuuri ajalugu. P. 438.
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were based on an original design by Finns Armas Lindgren and Wivi Lönn.
An interesting contrast to these buildings in Tallinn is the Estland Nobility
Credit Union, completed in 1904 and designed by the Riga-based Baltic
German architect August Reinberg. The gothic lines of the building and its
accompanying tower clearly echo structures of medieval Tallinn. However,
Baltic German and Estonian tastes in architecture in fact were similar, and
the style of national romanticism is seen in buildings commissioned both
by Estonians and Germans. The most significant Baltic German-commis-
sioned structure of these years was the new German Theater, built in this
style, and completed in 1910. The competition for this commission was
won by the Petersburg architects Aleksei Bubyr and Nikolai Vassilev. (Rus-
sian architects adopted this style from Finland, calling it severnyi
modern.)59 The Estonian and German theaters were built on the same city
block, just outside the Old Town walls, but while the façade of the German
theater faces the Old Town, the Estonia theater faces in the opposite direc-
tion, toward the suburbs where the Estonian working class dominated.
The above-mentioned structures all contrast greatly with the Alexander
Nevsky Russian Orthodox Cathedral, completed in 1900, which dominates
Toompea Hill above Tallinn’s Old Town. The impetus for this large church
in the Neo-Russian style, designed by Mikhail Preobrazhenskii, came from
the Russification era of the 1880s, and it was commissioned by the tsarist
state.60 The state erected no additional major buildings in the early twentieth
century.
The ambition of Tallinn’s Estonian-led city government in the late tsa-
rist years is reflected in the ambitious design for municipal development
authored by Eliel Saarinen and approved by the city in 1913. The plans
foresaw a growth in population to 300,000 in the following quarter centu-
ry, nearly triple the estimated 1913 population of 116,000, and they pre-
dicted another two-fold population expansion in the more distant future.61
Hopes of realizing Saarinen’s vision for the development of Tallinn ended
with the outbreak of World War I; the Estonian Republic that emerged
from the war did not have the means to carry it out. Nevertheless, city
officials had the vision and energy to dream big already in the tsarist
period.
Baltic German city leaders had realized at the turn of the century the
urgency for the city to seriously consider needs and directions for its future
physical expansion. However, they did not grasp the social and economic
transformation already underway, and little was accomplished beyond charg-
ing a new city council commission formed in 1901 with the task of working
on the question of future plans for the city.62 In 1911, the Estonian-led city
council took up the issue anew and announced a competition for the best
plan for city expansion.63 Saarinen’s winning design, selected in March
1913 by a group that included experts from Berlin, Helsinki, and Kiev, left
the medieval Old Town unchanged, but outlined the construction of an en-
tirely new administrative and financial district, to be located to the south-
east of the old medieval center. Traffic would follow along a new grand
boulevard, running from Lasnamäe in the northeast to Mustamäe in the
southwest. Several new impressive squares were to be constructed at vari-
ous points along this boulevard, onto which large arterial roads would feed;
the plan even foresaw underground rail lines reaching into the suburbs.
In retrospect, it is clear that the plan was based on overoptimistic pro-
jections for Tallinn’s growth. In the event, the city’s population in 1934
was only 137,792 and did not reach 300,000 until 1962. Saarinen’s esti-
mates seem to be based on population growth in the fifteen years immedi-
ately prior to the city planning competition, and in these years the city
population grew by nearly 100 percent (97.5 percent between 1897 and
1913); in this light Saarinen’s projections did not seem outlandish.
City planning came to a halt with the outbreak of the war and remained
dormant until independence was established in 1920. The rise in popula-
tion from 116,000 to 156,500 between 1913 and 1917, the result primarily
of war refugees and the increased numbers of workers in war industries,
did not lead to a large amount of new urban building. The unrest of 1917,
the nine months of German occupation in 1918, and the efforts to drive
remaining Soviet forces out of the country also did not leave the time, re-
sources, or energy for new construction. In the period from the fall of 1917
to 1919, some 56,000 people left the city – primarily Russian workers and
non-Estonian wartime refugees, but also Baltic Germans and some Esto-
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nians – a loss of about 35 percent of the population.64  In the years 1918 to
1921, only 17 new apartment buildings were erected.65  It took until 1924
for the city to recover to pre-war population levels.66
Architecturally, Tallinn in the 1920s looked much the same as it had in
the last years of tsarist rule. City architect Eugen Habermann drew up a set
of urban planning directives in 1921, but these were very modest, involv-
ing little more than plans for some new connecting streets, the straighten-
ing and widening of other streets, and guidelines for the further develop-
ment of areas around already-existing squares. More ambitious plans than
these were impossible given the unpredictability of Estonia’s and Tallinn’s
future economic and demographic development.67
Conclusion
Historians have paid an increasing amount of attention in recent years to
aspects of life in the late tsarist period away from the arenas of revolution
and grand politics. Studies on civil society and obshchestvennost’, the pub-
lic sphere, associational life, the middle class, professionals, and other ele-
ments of what can be called a “liberal milieu” have found a vitality that
earlier had been discounted or ignored. Examinations of these aspects of
communal life are beginning to be made for areas beyond the capital cities
of St. Petersburg and Moscow, though as of yet few have been written on
non-Russian areas of the empire.68
In a city whose population was nearly eighty-four percent Estonian in
1922, having grown from two-thirds Estonian in 1897 and nearly three-
quarters Estonian at the outbreak of the war, it is, of course expected that
the majority population would have the strongest influence on life in Tallinn.
The Estonians’ growing economic strength, increased social confidence,
and impressive new political skills combined with democratic rule, first
installed in 1917, though not firmly and comfortably until 1920, to trans-
form Tallinn into an Estonian city. While democratic rule arrived only with
the collapse of the tsarist regime, the key social and political transforma-
tions of life in Tallinn occurred in the tsarist period, in the years before
World War I. It was then that the city became Estonian, not through revolu-
tion and violence, but through the determined, peaceful efforts of the city’s
Estonian population.
One might ask why civic nationalism as described by Ernest Renan nev-
er developed in Tallinn, or elsewhere in the Baltic region of the Russian
Empire. Tallinn’s peoples had similarities of experience in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, and aspects of civil society emerged
both within and between nationalities. However, the city’s population never
developed a culture that was shared enough for all to feel that their joint
participation was an “everyday plebiscite.” Civic nationalism in Tallinn
most likely would have had to develop around a Russian orientation. This
may have been possible for Tallinn’s Estonians, but not for the city’s Ger-
mans, particularly for the German elite, whose estate-based traditional priv-
ileges were increasingly encroached upon by the tsarist state. The deep
differences among Tallinn’s residents, rooted in the disparities of status of
past centuries, were never fully overcome by the elements of civil society
that did develop.
The newly independent state of Estonia was by no means a tabula rasa:
its social, demographic, economic, and political profile was formed in the
tsarist period. More study of the great changes of the early twentieth centu-
ry will not only contribute to our understanding of the final years of the
tsarist empire, it will also help us put in a broader context the environment
in which Estonia began its life as an independent nation-state.
SUMMARY
´ æâîåØ æòàòüå `ðýäºŁ ´óäâîðò Łææºåäóåò ïðîöåææ íàöŁîíàºŁçàöŁŁ
ìíîªîíàöŁîíàºüíîªî îŒðàŁííîªî ªîðîäà —îææŁØæŒîØ ŁìïåðŁŁ ÒàººŁííà
(Reval, —åâåºü) â Œîíöå XIX  íà÷àºå XX âåŒà ŒàŒ ÷àæòü ïðîöåææà òåð-
ðŁòîðŁàºŁçàöŁŁ (ôîðìŁðîâàíŁÿ îÆðàçà ðîäíîØ çåìºŁ) íàöŁîíàºü-
íîªî æîîÆøåæòâà. ´ öåíòðå ŁææºåäîâàíŁÿ  ïðîöåææß ðàçâŁòŁÿ ªðàæ-
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äàíæŒîªî ªîðîäæŒîªî îÆøåæòâà, æŁçíü ïðîôåææŁîíàºüíßı Ł îÆøåæòâåí-
íßı àææîöŁàöŁØ, ìåæòíîå æàìîóïðàâºåíŁå. ´æå ýòŁ àæïåŒòß ªîðîäæŒîØ
æŁçíŁ, ŒàŒ çàìå÷àåò àâòîð, ÆßºŁ çàæºîíåíß â ŁæòîðŁîªðàôŁŁ òåìàìŁ
íàöŁîíàºüíîØ Ł ŒºàææîâîØ ÆîðüÆß. Àâòîð îÆðàøàåò âíŁìàíŁå íà òî,
÷òî â ÿçßŒå æàìîîïŁæàíŁÿ ýæòîíæŒîªî æîîÆøåæòâà æòîºŁöà ÝæòºÿíäŁŁ
âîæïðŁíŁìàºàæü ŒàŒ ŁíîíàöŁîíàºüíîå ïðîæòðàíæòâî, à âåðòŁŒàºüíî
ìîÆŁºüíßå ýæòîíæŒŁå ýºåìåíòß, ïðîíŁŒàþøŁå â ªîðîäæŒóþ æðåäó,
îïŁæßâàºŁæü â íåìåöŒŁı òåðìŁíàı æîöŁàºüíîØ Ł ŒóºüòóðíîØ Łåðàð-
ıŁŁ. ˜àííîå ïîºîæåíŁå ìåíÿåòæÿ âî âòîðîØ ïîºîâŁíå XIX âåŒà æ ðàç-
âŁòŁåì ŁíäóæòðŁàºŁçàöŁŁ Ł ŁçìåíåíŁåì äåìîªðàôŁ÷åæŒîªî Æàºàíæà
ªîðîäà. Àâòîð ïðîæºåæŁâàåò ðàçâŁòŁå ôîðì ªðàæäàíæŒîØ Ł ïîºŁòŁ-
÷åæŒîØ æŁçíŁ ýæòîíæŒîªî îÆøåæòâà, äŁàºåŒòŁ÷åæŒîå âçàŁìîäåØæòâŁå
ýòŁı ôîðì æ äîìŁíàíòíßìŁ ôîðìàìŁ íåìåöŒî-ÆàºòŁØæŒîªî îÆøåæòâà
Ł òî, ŒàŒ ýòŁ ôîðìß æîçäàâàºŁ ôóíäàìåíò äºÿ ìîäåðíîªî íàöŁîíàºü-
íîªî ðàçâŁòŁÿ æ îïîðîØ íà íàöŁîíàºüíóþ òåððŁòîðŁþ Ł ïîºŁòŁ÷åæ-
Œóþ íåçàâŁæŁìîæòü.
